
STRICT LIABILITY TORTS PRODUCT LIABILITY

In the realm of personal injury law, the fault concept of "strict liability" says that a defendant seller, distributor or
manufacturer of a defective product can be liable.

Those who suffer injury from defective products are unprepared to meet its consequences. Learn more about
how product liability claims work. Practice Area. Proof: In product liability tort, the burden of proof can vary
case by case. If the product can be proven as defective or unsafe, the plaintiff may claim damages from
physical injuries, property damage, and pain and suffering from the like. That means even though a distributor
might simply receive a product from a manufacturer and pass it on to a retailer without a chance for
inspection, and the retailer can sell it to a consumer without any alteration in the product, a plaintiff consumer
might still sue both. As demonstrated in cases such as Winterbottom v. While products are generally thought
of as tangible personal property, products liability has stretched that definition to include intangibles i. While
physical injuries resulting from contact or use of a defective product usually are filed as negligence tort, the
pain and suffering incurred in the aftermath of those injuries may also be filed for as Intangible Economic
Losses. Claims involving real estate may also be brought under a theory of implied warranty of habitability.
United States[ edit ] In the United States, the majority of product liability laws are determined at the state level
and vary widely from state to state. Victims of injury resulting from the use of unsafe products with defects
may be entitled to sue as tort for damages. This also includes fail to provide relevant product instructions or
sufficient product warnings. Over time, negligence concepts have arisen to deal with certain specific
situations, including negligence per se using a manufacturer's violation of a law or regulation, in place of proof
of a duty and a breach and res ipsa loquitur an inference of negligence under certain conditions. On the other
hand, in California, the defendant is allowed to introduce evidence in a strict products liability action that the
plaintiff contributed to his or her own injuries. Theories of Recovery: Theories of Recovery are the principals
upon which a customer may seek compensation for injuries or inconveniences resulting from their use of an
unsafe product. Courts and state legislatures recognize this, so strict liability is established law in product
defect cases. A manufacturing defect is the kind of defect that is limited to the particular product sold to the
plaintiff, i. Product liability is a well-rehearsed field of tort, and is more tightly-constructed than other fields of
personal injury and tort. Sellers engaged in business of product sale must deliver a functioning product that is
not "unreasonably dangerous" during normal use. Wright , the scope of the duty of care was limited to those
with whom one was in privity. Intervening Misconduct is any interference by a third party which may be to
blame for the damages in tort. With regard to products liability, a defendant is liable when the plaintiff proves
that the product is defective, regardless of the defendant's intent. What the Plaintiff Must Prove to Win a Strict
Liability Case In a strict liability case, the plaintiff the person filing a personal injury lawsuit usually must
show that: the product was unreasonably unsafe or unreasonably dangerous when it was designed,
manufactured, or sold the seller expected and intended that the product would reach the consumer without
changes to the product, and the plaintiff was injured by the defective product. This includes the manufacturer
of component parts at the top of the chain , an assembling manufacturer, the wholesaler, and the retail store
owner at the bottom of the chain. It is irrelevant whether the manufacturer or supplier exercised great care; if
there is a defect in the product that causes harm, he or she will be liable for it. Products containing inherent
defects that cause harm to a consumer or someone to whom the product was loaned, given, etc. The Directive
only imposed strict liability upon manufacturers or importers, and deviated significantly from the U. It is
evident that the manufacturer can anticipate some hazards and guard against the recurrence of others, as the
public cannot. Design defects occur where the product design is inherently dangerous or useless and hence
defective no matter how carefully manufactured; this may be demonstrated either by showing that the product
fails to satisfy ordinary consumer expectations as to what constitutes a safe product, or that the risks of the
product outweigh its benefits. These can be mitigated through adequate warnings to the user, and these
dangers are present regardless of how well the product is manufactured and designed for its intended purpose.
For example, a plaintiff might plead negligent failure to warn or strict liability for defective design. In
language similar to Traynor's, the Directive stated that "liability without fault on the part of the producer is the
sole means of adequately solving the problem, peculiar to our age of increasing technicality, of a fair
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apportionment of the risks inherent in modern technological production. It is to the public interest to
discourage the marketing of products having defects that are a menace to the public. Products Liability and
Forums Products liability cases can involve defendants and plaintiffs from a large number of jurisdictions, due
to the number of steps required in the creation of a product, and the resulting large number of people who use
a given product.


